Safety Committee Meeting Agenda

Tuesday 2.19.2019 @ 3:30  District Office Conference Room

Last Meeting Follow up

Old Business

1. LED stop signs at HS - costing is prohibitive. May have to wait for this summer.
2. BBP manual - document forwarded to Elizabeth B.
3. Clarity of ‘who’ to contact in HR about various items.

New Business

1. AED added at the MS - location. Replace donated unit at MS, 2nd floor by elevator. Using this one for traveling use. This leaves 3 AED’s at the MS. Looking into 1 addn unit for outdoor team activities. Unit to be housed in the softball shed. Looking at donations from boosters for purchase.

2. Slips and falls - update on work comp injuries. There have been 5 slip/fall accidents:
   - 1/17 @ Sibley
   - 2/5 @ Sibley
   - 2/5 @ Sibley
   - 2/5 @ HS
   - 2/11 @ HS

   And one more on 2/4 but it occurred offsite at a home visit.

3. Additional CHO trained person - Dan Warner

4. Resignation of Dan Taylor as CHO. Need to circle back with Joel and Greg about filling this. Needs to be a science teacher.

5. Updates on HS FLEX time. Any continuing issues or solutions? Kim B. reports lack of structure for the now 1 hour FLEX time over lunch. This could lead to chaos in an emergency. HS staff doing a good job monitoring and using radios over FLEX time. Joel O meeting with EA’s about their roles during FLEX.
6. IAQ survey to staff- results from IEA coming.  
   ALC art room- Cassie visited and is researching air exhaust unit compared to air purifier unit.

7. IAQ issue at LF regarding scents. Cassie B. is looking into this to provide ideas.

8. Radio’s BW HS could use 4 more radios. BW could use 4 radios.
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